THE MATH BEHIND THE GAME

1. How Games Are Decided
90+% end in 8, 9, or 10 deals
Dealer has pronounced advantage in games of 7, 8, 9, 10 deals - 19% edge

2. Non-dealer Hand Analysis
Hand (according to Delynn) averages 8.1
Pegging - 2.0
Most common hand - 9 pts (w4+p4) 10.2

3. Dealer Hand Analysis
Hand (according to Delynn) averages 7.9
Pegging - 3.5
Crib - 4.8

4. Crib Analysis
Most common crib size is 2 pts - 4 pts next
Most frequent are cribs from 2-6 pts - near 70%

CRIBBAGE FOR EXPERTS #10
1. Do you know when to play on - play off?
2. If non dealer you hold (5) 4-6-A-K. Lead?
3. As dealer at hand, ten listed